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What, Why, When and HowWhat, Why, When and How

•• WhatWhat -- is a WARPis a WARP

•• WhyWhy -- do London 2012 Olympics need a WARPdo London 2012 Olympics need a WARP

•• WhenWhen -- do they need a WARPdo they need a WARP

•• HowHow -- can this WARP be providedcan this WARP be provided
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WARP VisionWARP Vision

WhatWhat -- is a WARPis a WARP
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WARP  Benefits for the OlympicsWARP  Benefits for the Olympics

•• Creating AwarenessCreating Awareness
•• Better Protection of large investment in ICT systemsBetter Protection of large investment in ICT systems
•• Filtering service for Warnings & Advisories Filtering service for Warnings & Advisories 

–– Customised to meet needs of Olympiad communityCustomised to meet needs of Olympiad community
–– Cost effectiveCost effective
–– TargettedTargetted deliverydelivery

•• Network for advice, contacts and sharing Best PracticeNetwork for advice, contacts and sharing Best Practice
•• Highly Relevant Early Warnings Highly Relevant Early Warnings 
•• Learn from other WARP communitiesLearn from other WARP communities
•• Reduced threat to everyone elseReduced threat to everyone else
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Filtered Warnings ApplicationFiltered Warnings Application
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The problemThe problem

WhyWhy -- do London 2012 Olympics need a WARP?do London 2012 Olympics need a WARP?

Avoid e-mail scams
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The problemThe problem

•• Huge investment in ICTHuge investment in ICT
–– Athens 2004, 22% of total costAthens 2004, 22% of total cost

•• Wide scope of ICT technologiesWide scope of ICT technologies
–– 25,000 fixed phones25,000 fixed phones
–– 15,000 mobile phones15,000 mobile phones
–– 13,000 TETRA phones13,000 TETRA phones
–– 12,000 TVs12,000 TVs
–– 11,000 PCs11,000 PCs
–– 600 servers600 servers

•• Dependency on InternetDependency on Internet
–– 11.5 billion hits on websites11.5 billion hits on websites
–– Exploited convergence of TV and InternetExploited convergence of TV and Internet
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US US CybernotesCybernotes 2003 2003 –– page 1page 1
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US US CybernotesCybernotes 2003 2003 –– page 2page 2
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Need to start planning now!Need to start planning now!

WhenWhen -- do they need a WARP?do they need a WARP?
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How How -- can this WARP be provided?can this WARP be provided?

The WARP TOOLBOXThe WARP TOOLBOX

http://www.warp.gov.uk
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WARPsWARPs –– A development modelA development model

Stage 1: Show the benefits of the WARP to the 
community through tailored warning service, so that 
everyone feels they are getting a personalised and 
valuable service.

Stage 2: Develop trust through encouraging members to 
help each other by sharing best practice and giving advice
to each other through WARP facilities.

Stage 3: Encourage members to report their experiences 
of otherwise embarrassing attacks or problems 
(anonymously if necessary, through the operator) within the 
WARP collective learning.
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Setting up Setting up WARP(sWARP(s) for the Olympics) for the Olympics

•• NISCC already engaged with Olympics but NISCC already engaged with Olympics but 
awareness lowawareness low

•• Need to identify a championNeed to identify a champion
•• Need to identify Need to identify community(scommunity(s))
•• The WARP Toolbox The WARP Toolbox –– www.warp.gov.ukwww.warp.gov.uk’’
•• Fits the right ethosFits the right ethos

–– NfPNfP, cooperative, collaborative, cooperative, collaborative
•• [Filtered Warning Software][Filtered Warning Software]
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A final thoughtA final thought

““It is not from ourselves that we learn It is not from ourselves that we learn 
to be better than we areto be better than we are””

~Wendell Berry~Wendell Berry


